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Recent advances in surface metrology science are applied to understanding friction with
snow and ice. Conventional surface metrology’s measurement, analyses, and
characterizations, have inherent limitations for elucidating tribological interactions.
Strong functional correlations and confident discriminations with slider surface
topographies, textures, or “roughness”, have largely eluded researchers using
conventional methods. Building on 4 decades of research using multiscale geometric
methods, two surface metrology axioms and corollaries are proposed with good potential
to provide new technological insights.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper shows, based on recent advances in surface metrology, how to select topographic
measurements, analysis, and characterizations to find strong correlations with friction and with
preparation variables. It explains how multiscale topographic analyses and characterizations with
clear physical interpretations (Brown, 2018) can be used in research to understand how ski base
topographies, aka, structure, textures, or “roughness” influence performance, and how processing
influences topographies. This is applicable, of course, to all kinds of friction and motion over snow
and ice, not just for snow-sports and skating. Energy consumption for winter road maintenance, like
plowing and snow blowing might be reduced with better concepts and knowledge for designing
topographies advantageously.

Two empowering aspects of recent advances applied here to friction with snow and ice are scale
sensitivity and pertinent geometric characterizations. Scales here refers to certain ranges of sizes,
wavelengths, or spatial frequencies. Other factors, like base composition, wax, snow compaction,
pressure distribution, and ski flex, are not addressed.

Ski base preparations seem to involve more secrets than science. Apparently, bases are prepared
and evaluated using experience and best practices, rather than basic scientific principles. Scientific
methods are used, of course. However, scientific principles relating to measuring and analyzing
topographies have been missing, and not just for ski bases (Brown et al., 2018). Scientific principles
for surface metrology can elucidate productive selections of experimental methods and parameters,
which can improve probabilities of finding relations between ski base preparations and tribological
behavior through topographies.

Ski and snow surfaces can have complex microgeometries, i.e., topographies, that are
challenging to characterize and analyze adequately for understanding their influence on
friction, lubrication, and wear of ski-snow interfaces. Classical characterizations, such as
average heights like Ra and Sa have not provided many quantitative evaluations that predict
performance (Rohm et al., 2016). Literature shows that dynamic ski-snow friction phenomena
are complex (Colbeck 1993, 1994). Many kinds of interactions have been discussed, including
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dry friction, asperity shearing, phase change, melt water
lubrication, and capillary adhesion. Liquid layers might start
forming near ski tips and grow towards their tails. Friction
coefficients and mechanisms can vary with position on skis,
depth into textures, pressure, speed, temperature, and snow
conditions. Consensus on which mechanism is dominant
seems to be lacking, melt layer lubrication or abrasion and
dry sliding, although a combination of these two mechanisms
seems likely (Kietzig et al., 2010, Nachbauer et al., 2016).

Functional correlations for processing and performance are
valuable for designing ski base and other slider topographies
and for designing processes to create them. Two kinds of
functional correlations (ASME 2019 B46.1 appendix K) are
considered here, first processing, between ski base structuring
methods and resulting topographies, and second performance,
between ski-snow friction and ski and snow topographies.
Experimentally, topographies would be dependent variables
in the first kind and independent variables in the second.
Combining knowledge of both would enable development of
design concepts for simultaneous, or concurrent, engineering of
products and processes to produce them (Sohlenius 1992;
Albano and Suh, 1994; Le Masson et al., 2017). Surface
metrology can create value by elucidating relations that
support rigorous, evidence-based product and process design
for movement over and handling of snow and ice, including, ski
bases, snowboards, skate blades, snow groomers, snow plows,
snow blowers, and snow making.

2 APPROACH

Selection of experimental methods and parameters for surface
metrology of ski bases should be based on knowledge of and
hypotheses relating to fundamental, microscopic topographic
interactions contributing to phenomena that produce
tribological macroscopic behavior. Scales of interaction and
geometric natures of these interactions, in particular, should
be considered. Literature on snow and ice tribology is
reviewed below from a perspective of measuring and analyzing
surfaces to find strong functional correlations with topographies
and to discriminate with confidence topographies that were
processed or that perform differently.

Scales and scale ranges considered here are generally narrow
windows in the spatial frequency spectrum. Topographic
measurements can be bandpass-filtered to provide datasets for
scale specific and multiscale analyses.

The perspective here comes from four principles for surface
metrology presented in section six of a multi-authored review of
multiscale analyses and characterizations (Brown et al., 2018).
These principles emerged from commonalities observed in
surface metrology research applied to diverse kinds of
processing and performance. Those that were successful in
finding strong functional correlations and discriminating with
confidence had those principles in common. Surface metrology
historically is based on experience, standards, and best practices.
Scientific principles, a small set of simple, self-consistent rules
that can be applied to solving a wide variety of problems, have

been missing. They provide understanding that simplifies
problem solving.

These principles from Brown et al. (2018), topographically
related phenomena influencing processes and performance of
interest, can be expressed as two axioms and two corollaries to
advance a science of surface metrology.

2.1 Axioms
1) Scale. Scales of fundamental interactions should be included

in measurements, analyses, characterizations, and statistics.
2) Characterization. Geometric characterizations should be

pertinent to geometric natures of interactions.

2.2 Corollaries
1) Measurement. Measurements should have sufficient

resolution for pertinent characterizations and size to
support adequate statistics.

2) Statistics. Statistics should be appropriate for the natures of
interactions, average, variance, extreme value, or some
combination.

2.3 Discrete Interaction Models
Discrete interaction models for topographically related
phenomena can be helpful for interpreting and applying these
principles. An atomistic approach considers topographical
surface features at the smallest scales of fundamental
interactions controlling the phenomena of interest.
Macroscopic behaviors in processing and performance, are
agglomerations of these discrete interactions over a surface.

2.4 Terms in Surface Metrology
In this paper the term “sample” is used in a statistical sense.
Measurements heights (z) are sampled on a surface (x,y) at
sampling intervals. Sensors sense surface heights over finite
sampling zones in which heights can vary. Commonly these
zones are referred to as points, although heights cannot be
sampled at a point.

Area, a geometric property, is used in characterizing
topographies as standardized in ISO 25178-2:2012 Geometrical
product specifications (GPS), 2012. Areas vary with scales of
observation on irregular topographies and can provide useful
multiscale geometric characterizations when normalized by
nominal areas projected on an x-y plane. The terms region
and zone are preferable when not talking about areas with
units of length squared with a projection plane or scale indicated.

Multiscale characterizations purposefully calculate
parameters, systematically over series of small-scale ranges.
Multiscale regressions and discriminations test correlations
and confidences in multiple scale ranges using multiscale
characterizations. Multiscale characterizations are useful
because fundamental scales of interaction usually are not
known. Multiscale methods are used to discover fundamental
scales (ASME 2019 appendix K).

Roughness is often use colloquially or imprecisely even in
technical papers. Often it is difficult to understand what is meant,
perhaps a general sense of irregularity, perhaps fine scale
topographic features, or peak to valley or arithmetic average
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roughness. If it is the latter then filtering cutoff wavelengths need
to be stated for numerical results too be meaningful.

3 SELECTED LITERATURE ON SNOW AND
ICE TRIBOLOGY

According to Bowden and Hughes (1939) frictional forces result
fromminute adhesions acting across contact regions. In addition,
in the interface between skis and snow there is a melt layer which
provides lubrication. These observations can lead to hypotheses
for scales of fundamental interactions, and geometric
characterizations, which reflect natures of fundamental
interactions. Selections of scales to measure and study should
include thicknesses of melt layers and sizes of adhesive bonds.
Geometric characterizations should consider geometries and
sizes of contact regions.

Melt layer lubrication and capillary adhesion are primary
mechanisms in Colbeck’s substantial review of ski-snow
friction in 1992. He notes that a mixture of phenomena
influence ski-snow friction. Melt layer thicknesses develop
along sliders depending on snow and ski surface temperatures,
speed, and load. These factors influence how much heat is
generated and resulting interface temperatures. Heat
generation results in more liquid in melt layers. Melt layers
lubricate and promote capillary adhesion. There appears to be
an optimal liquid layer thickness for minimum friction. Colbeck
emphasizes that topographic elements and contact regions must
be characterized to better understand fundamental phenomena
responsible for ski-snow friction. This reinforces presumptions
from Bowden and Hughes (1939).

Abrasion has received consideration as a ski snow friction
mechanism. In studying wear of ski bases, Mathia et al. (1992)
take a refreshingly sophisticated approach to surface metrology. They
report the stylus tip radius and filtering cutoff used to characterize
wear of measured surface profiles with anisotropy, variance, skew,
and kurtosis of surface heights, currently Sq, Ssk and Sku, respectively
(ASME B46.1 2018, 1–6.3). They note that fine-scale topographic
features’ geometric natures should vary with depth in ground surface
topographies. Abrasion is the wear mechanism they considered for
wearing ski bases. Tribological mechanisms’ complexities, are
discussed. Shear strengths of bases, waxes, and snow crystals are
hypothesized to influence friction, as opposed to significant melt
layers. Ice topographies in sliding contact with polyethylene are
characterized with asperities’ inclination angles, “attack angles,” a
hybrid parameter composed of height and spatial elements. Attack
angles seem to be pertinent, with clearer physical interpretations for
abrasion mechanisms than height parameters (Ducret et al., 2005).
Ducret et al. noted that friction coefficients depend on attack angle
and hardness of ice, consistent with an abrasion mechanism
combined with liquid lubrication.

Recent lab tests found no support for melt layers and
capillary adhesion at asperities between their slider and
compacted snow (Lever et al., 2018). Their circular
polyethylene slider caused inter-granular bonds in the snow
to fail, moving snow grains with no melting of persistent
contacts (friction coefficient, μ < 0.03). At other contact

locations, where persistent contacts developed, sliders
abraded grains (μ < 0.05). Base topography is treated
perfunctorily, with a single value of average roughness, Ra
of 0.65 μm, calculated from a measurement made with a stylus
profiler. Contact area ratios are calculated in two dimensions
from infrared images made up of 15 μm pixels, i.e., sampling
intervals, using relatively elevated temperatures to indicate
contacts. These contain no knowledge of distributions of sizes
of areas or of shapes of individual contact zones.

Average roughness, Ra, a simple height parameter might
find optimal roughness for minimal friction when processing
conditions, like grinding or sanding of polyethylene, are
similar. Systematically varying a process variable through
sufficiently narrow ranges can produce topographic features
with similar geometric characteristics and different
magnitudes. Giesbrecht et al. (2010) did such an experiment
using sandpapers with grain sizes from 25 to 200 µm on several
kinds of polymer bases. Base chemistries were less important
than topographies at Ra values above 200 nm. Optimal Ra
values (upper wavelength roughness cutoff, Lc, or λc, 0.8 mm)
were 500 nm at a minimum, calculated perpendicular to
sliding, regardless of chemistry. Structure direction, or lay,
parallel to sliding or circular made remarkably little
difference at that scale. They concluded that the dominant
mechanism is capillary adhesion in smooth, unstructured
bases. Plowing by protruding topographic features starts to
dominate when Ra values exceed 100 nm. Ra also gave
qualitative indications of dominate mechanisms
transitioning from dry to wet. Increasing roughness
decreases friction for wet sliding and increases it for dry
friction (Velkavrh et al., 2019), Unfortunately these
authors do not report their filtering or stylus tip radius as
Mathia et al. did in already 1992, so scales of characterization
are lost for Velkavrh et al., and their work cannot be repeated
or verified. They do not report any other topographic
characterization. Sadly, they are not unique in these
limitations, many other publications suffer similarly.

Rohm et al. (2016) selected process variables to produce
different topographies and performance, although with similar
areal averages (Sa) and peak to valley roughness (Sz, S10z)
calculated with an upper roughness cutoff, Lc, 1.5 mm. They
also reported more sophisticated parameters derived from
bearing ratio curves and density functions, like, core
roughness depth (Sk), reduced peak height (Spk), reduced
valley height (Svk), core material volume (Vmc), core void
volume (Vvc), ratio (Vvc/Vmc). Average profile roughness, Ra,
can discriminate these surfaces, when measured perpendicular to
sliding and calculated with a 0.8 mm upper roughness cutoff, Lc
(Rohm et al., 2016). These results support tribological
interactions with asperity abrasion and a quasi-liquid water
layer. Bearing ratios and density functions can be insightful
for understanding mechanism, by quantifying volume available
in topographies where liquid water could go. However, these
characterizations do not quantify scales or geometries of volume
elements nor statistics on their distribution.

Jansons et al. (2021) address shortcomings in surface
metrology found in previous works on ski-snow friction by
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including measurement scales, pertinent geometric
characterization, and regression analyses. Measurements were
made with a 2 µm radius stylus, over a region 15 × 32 mm with
8000 × 400measured heights. Sampling intervals are therefore 1.9
and 80 µm. Average roughness (Sa), slope (Sdq), skew (Ssk), and
kurtosis (Sku) were calculated according to ISO 25178. They
calculated bearing ratios at several depths. Notably, correlation
coefficients between sliding times and several topographic
characterization parameters are given. A procedure for
quantifying functional correlations was recently described in a
national standard (ASME 2019 B46.1 appendix K). Correlations
between sliding speed and bearing ratio as high as R2 of 0.91 are
reported. No trends were observed for skew, kurtosis, or slopes.
The latter seems similar to attack angles reported as an indicator
of friction by (Ducret et al., 2005), and noted above to be
pertinent for friction interactions. Values calculated for slopes
depend on sampling intervals (ASME 2019 B46.1). The sampling
intervals in Jansons et al., 2021 are rather large, maybe too large to
calculate slopes at sufficiently fine scales to observe correlations
with sliding times in these experiments.

4 SELECTED LITERATURE ON SURFACE
METROLOGY

Value in surface metrology largely comes from discovering
functional discrimination and correlations of the first and
second kinds (ASME 2019 B46.1 appendix K). Knowledge of
these functional correlations support evidenced-based design of
topographies of products and process to produce them. In
addition, there is value in the ability to discriminate,
distinguish or differentiate, topographies that were produced
or that perform differently. In this section literature is
reviewed that has demonstrated value and led to surface
metrology principles.

A discrete interaction model for understanding influences of
topographies on adhesion was proposed by Brown, 2001. This
model supposes that there are fundamental, or characteristic,
scales for interactions with topographies. Consider an adhesive
bond, perhaps there is a certain minimum size or area required
for bonding interactions. Below this scale an adhesive bond
cannot be formed. Individual, or discrete bonds, form at this
scale. The relation between macroscopic adhesive strength and
topographies can be determined from this fundamental scale of a
single bond, the strength of a single bond, and the total area
available at that scale.

Apparent areas of irregular topographies change with scales of
observation, or calculation. At finer scales more topographic
details are apparent and actual surface areas increase. Areas at
many scales were calculated from areal topographic
measurements using a patented triangular tiling algorithm
(Brown et al., 1994). Rather than use calculated areas directly
they are normalized by dividing by nominal areas of each tiled
region to determine relative areas (ISO 25178-2, ASME 2019
B46.1 chapter 10, Brown, 2001). Relative areas can be related to a
weighted average of cosines of local inclinations on topographies
(Brown et al., 2018). At the largest scales relative areas tend

towards one, at finer scales they tend to increase as long as
irregularities do. At the limits of resolution, in the absence of high
frequency noise in measurements, calculated relative areas
remain constant.

Results of an experiment conducted at a Swiss federal lab were
consistent with the discrete interaction model for adhesion using
relative areas (Brown and Siegmann 2001). A certain pattern in
correlation coefficients with scale should be evident if discrete
interactions are appropriate for modeling interactions with
topographies. Correlation coefficients for adhesive strengths,
measured experimentally on several different topographies, are
regressed against relative areas many times at individual scales,
covering a large range of scales. When these regression coefficients
are plotted versus scales at which they were calculated, a maximum
should occur around a particular scale. Brown and Siegmann (2001)
found increasing regression coefficients with decreasing scales over a
significant range of scales, to an R2 of about 0.9, at about the
resolution of their contact stylus measurement instrument. Below
this scale R2 values remained constant. Greater regression coefficients
might have been found if the resolution of their measurements
were finer.

Multiscale geometric characterizations using relative areas are not
restricted to adhesive applications. Berglund et al. (2010a, b) found
strong correlations over narrow scale ranges for friction of aluminum
sheet against steel dies with six different topographies. Friction
coefficients correlated strongly (R2 ∼ 0.9) with relative areas with
amaximumat about 20 µm2 (Berglund et al., 2010b). Because relative
areas increase with increasing inclinations, this is consistent with
results relating friction to attack angles of inclinations on asperities
(Ducret et al., 2005). A series of bandpass filters was applied to these
topographic data. Conventional parameters, including average
roughness, Sa, resulted in strong correlations (R2 > 0.9), indicating
a premier importance of scale specificity in finding strong
correlations. With a sufficiently narrow bandpass filter, height
parameters should be indicative of slopes at those scales.
Bartkowiak et al. (2020) analyzed this same data and found strong
correlations with statistics on curvatures at certain scales, which were
calculated as second order tensors as functions of scale everywhere on
these measurements.

These second order tensor curvature characterizations vary
with position, orientation, and scale. Selecting appropriate
statistical analyses can be challenging with these three variations.

Curvatures can also be calculated from three points on profiles
(z � z(x)). Curvature on profiles correlates strongly (R2 ∼ 0.96)
with fatigue limits over a narrow range of scales (Vulliez et al.,
2014). For this fatigue work a combination of extreme value and
variance statistics provided the strongest correlations. Certainly,
extreme value statistics of curvatures are pertinent and
appropriate for correlating fatigue life with topographies
because cracks initiate at the most extreme stress
concentrations and stress concentrations increase with
increasing curvatures. Fundamental scales might logically
depend on materials’ notch sensitivity and surface conditions.

Wetting contact angles, which have been associated with a basic
mechanism of snow friction (Colbeck 1993), can be correlated
strongly (R2 ∼ 0.98) with topographies, using multiscale geometric
methods (Daniello et al., 2019). Contact angles were measured on
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water droplets on PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) surfaces formed
by casting against abrasive papers, with grit sizes from 180 to 3000
(80 to 8 μm approximately). Topographies were measured with a
scanning laser confocal microscope. Sampling intervals were 0.28
μm. Calculations were done on regions 214 × 214 μm.

Relative areas were calculated as a function of scale following ISO
25178 and ASME B46.1 using Sfrax (the model for Digital Surf’s,
Mountains Map, Scale-sensitive Analysis Module). Area-scale plots
for PDMS formed with seven grits, as indicated, are shown in
Figure 1, of relative areas versus the scales of calculation, i.e.,
areas of triangles used in the triangular tiling algorithm
mentioned above.

Plots of area-scale complexities (ISO 25178-2, ASME B46.1)
versus scale are shown Figure 2. Area-scale complexities are a
scale-based finite derivative of relative areas, i.e., best fit slope,
calculated over a decade-wide sliding window. These complexities
are related to fractal dimensions (Mandelbrot, 1975). These
complexities are a kind of bandpass filter, sensitive only to
scale-local topography. Relative areas are a kind of lowpass
filter, which are sensitive to all scales on topographies above
those being analyzed. Note that near the scales of strongest
correlations, complexities monotonously increase, according to
the grit number the surfaces were formed on, from coarsest to
finest. This is not the case for relative areas, in Figure 1.

Contact angles were regressed linearly versus area-scale
complexities of surfaces they were measured on. Regression
coefficients (R2) are plotted versus scale and shown in Figure 3.
At larger scales, above 1000 μm2, R2 varies erratically with scale. At
these scales the area-scale complexities vary little, so variations might
be due to chance. At finer scales correlations get progressively
stronger, reaching a maximum close to 0.99 between 2 and 60
μm2. A regression at the scale of strongest correlation is shown
inset in Figure 3. These scales are, phenomenologically at least, good
candidates for scales of fundamental interactions. At the finest scales,
below about 1.5 μm2, correlation strengths drop precipitously.

Wetting droplets, which might be considered discrete
fundamental interactions, also appear to have discrete finite
interactions along the wetting line with the solid. A water
droplet on a structured ski base (Jordan and Brown, 2006) is
shown in Figure 4. Note that contact line is not smooth. There are
local variations in contact angles along the line. This suggests that
local contact angles are due to inclinations of facets at scales of
certain fundamental sizes. Below a certain size there might also be
inclined facets, although their influence is not observable. Some
surfaces might be considered smooth in a particular instance, if
they have topographic irregularities only at scales below the
fundamental scale of interaction of a phenomenon of interest.
On surfaces with irregularities large enough to influence contact
angles, local contact angles vary with local inclinations. These
facets would have to be large enough to overcome surface
tension's smoothing effects on droplets’ surfaces. At some
height above solid surface interfaces, liquid surface tension
pulls droplets into smooth shapes, which agglomerates
apparent contact angles at larger scales.

Interactions considered discrete, like droplets causing capillary
adhesion in snow and ice friction, can themselves be made up of
agglomerations of discrete interactions.

These and other results (Brown et al., 2018) reinforce the value
of discrete interaction models, and of multiscale characterizations
and analyses for discovering strong functional correlations and
confident discriminations. It was these works that lead to
formulation of the axioms and corollaries above.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH DESIGN
USING SURFACE METROLOGY

Success in finding strong functional correlations and confident
discriminations depends on appropriate experimental designs.
For work involving surface metrology this is facilitated by
applying the axioms and corollaries.

Two kinds of experimental studies are considered here for finding
thefirst and second kinds of functional correlations or discriminations
(ASME 2019 B46.1 appendix K). The first kind relates processing and
topographies, where processes and process variables are independent
variables and topographies are dependent variables. Processes and
process variables can relate to base preparations, like grinding, and to
wear. The second kind relates topographies, independent variables
now, and performance, dependent variables, like tribological
behaviors. In both kinds, selection of independent variables should
be varied enough to avoid potentially confusing results due to
restrictions of range.

There are essentially two kinds of analyses in surface
metrology experiments, one to calculate characterization
parameters and another to test the strength of correlations
and confidence of discriminations. Both involve statistics and
scales.

Although the importance of selecting appropriate scales,
measurements, characterizations, and analyses are emphasized
here, it is not necessary to know these to design an experiment.
Ranges of scales, many measurements, characterizations, and
analyses can be tried. Discovering which of these works best for
finding strong correlations and confident discriminations can help
elucidate natures of topographically related interactions.

5.1 Scales, Axiom One
Scales are a largely unexplored territory for making discoveries
with surface metrology (Brown et al., 2018). Scales of interaction
for topographically related interactions involved in producing
phenomena of interest should be included in measurements,
characterizations, and analyses. Data flow and passages from
measurements to characterizations, and analyses are shown in
Figure 5. Approximate values for possible fundamental scales of
interaction are shown in Table 1.

Scales of interaction with topographies often are not known a
priori, and they do not need to be. Experimental work can be
designed to find candidate scales of interaction
phenomenologically using multiscale characterizations and
analyses.

5.2 Measurements, Corollary One
Measurements are representations of topographies as detected by
sensors. Measurements are not the surface, although they are often
referred to as if they were. They are not the true topography. True
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topographies are a philosophical concept outside the scope of this
work. Some researchers suggest that SEM (scanning electron
microscope) images represent true surfaces. While SEMs have
better lateral resolution than light metrology, heights are not part
of SEM images. Heights can be extracted, although height resolution
is poor. SEM images are of limited use in surface metrology.

There are over a million heights sampled in individual
measurements made with many current optical and atomic
probe instruments, e.g., confocal, interferometric, focus
variation, and atomic force microscopes. Each individual
measurement is inherently multiscale. Scales range from
sampling intervals or sensor resolutions, which ever is larger,
to sizes of measured regions. There is no need to make multiple
measurements at multiple scales to support multiscale analyses
and characterizations.

Optical measurements with current measuring microscopes can
be the easiest way to measure many kinds of surfaces’ topographies.
Fine scale resolution is limited by numerical apertures and

wavelengths according to Sparrow (1916), usually to a few
hundred nanometers at best. Smaller sampling intervals can be
selected and recorded on some instruments, however sampling
intervals below the resolution do not record additional
topographic variations at these scales. Adjacent measurements can
be stitched, to achieve larger measured regions at smaller sampling
intervals than would be possible with one measurement, thereby
addressing the measurement corollary.

The pertinent scales for a phenomenon of interest may not be
known therefore, to include fundamental interaction scales, small
sampling intervals should be selected. Sizes of measurement regions
could be selected to scales where topographies appear homogeneous,
and relative areas tend toward one, indicating little or no further
topographic detail at larger scales.

Optical instruments generally rely on sophisticated,
proprietary algorithms to calculate “measured” topographies
from light reflected from surfaces. On some surfaces these
algorithms can produce height measurements that are

FIGURE 1 | Relative area versus scale. Grit sizes are noted on the figure along with the scale range for the strongest correlations of advancing contact angles
regressed versus area-scale complexities.

TABLE 1 | Orders of magnitude of scales for topographically related phenomena for snow and ice friction. Sources are supposed general knowledge or as cited.

0.1 nm 100 nm 500 nm 1 µm 5 µm 100 µm 1 mm 100 mm 1 m

Water
molecule

Liquid film thickness
Lever et al., 2018

— — Optimum
film
thickness
Kietzig et al.
(2010)

Snow
flakes

Snow
grain
size

— ski

— Ra at which plowing
is noticed
Giesbrecht et al.
(2010)

Minimum Ra for
minimum friction
Giesbrecht et al.
(2010)

Base “topographical
distinctions” Mathia
et al., 1992

— — — Slider length for
development of liquid film
Ambach and Mayr, 1981

Compaction
and plowing
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doubtful. Outliers were defined as doubtful observations by
Peirce, 1852. Outliers can obscure or distort good results.
Outliers might be present when peak to valley values appear
extreme compared to average values. They can be detected as high
and low spikes when observing images of measurements at
grazing angles. Color maps might also seem confined to a
small range of colors when outliers are present.

5.3 Characterizations, Axiom Two
Characterizations should be pertinent for supposed geometric
natures of topographic interactions that influence phenomena
of interest, which, like scales of interactions, are not always
known prior to experimentation. Selected characterizations
can be used to test hypotheses about natures and mechanics of
these interactions. If the essence of these interactions is not

FIGURE 2 | Area-scale complexity versus scale. Grit sizes are noted on the figure along with the scale range for the strongest correlations of advancing contact
angles regressed versus area-scale complexities.

FIGURE 3 | R2 versus scale. Regression coefficients for advancing contact angles regressed versus area-scale complexities. The scale range for the strongest
correlations are noted. The insert shows a regression line in this range, at 4.67 μm2.
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captured by selected characterization parameters, it seems
unlikely that robust correlations and discriminations, can be
found.

Characterization parameters should include the usual standard
parameters available in commercial software. These are important
for comparisons with previous studies. Most conventional
parameters are calculated over large scale ranges. Some, like
power spectral density are frequency decompositions, and
multiscale, although perhaps with less clear physical
interpretations than area, slope, and curvatures. Developed area
ratios, Sdr, are determined at sampling intervals, and slopes, Sdq, are
calculated using scales near the sampling intervals, although this is
rarely recognized. Sdr and Sdq correlate strongly to each other as
well as to what should be the greatest relative areas, i.e., those
calculated near scales of sampling intervals.

There are advantages to developing new characterization
parameters. Conventional parameters have been disappointing
when looking for strong correlations and confident
discriminations.

Multiscale characterizations of slopes or inclinations on
topographies, particularly on peaks, appear to have potential for
elucidating natures and scales of topographic interactions. These
could be calculated after valley suppression. Spatial derivatives, or
finite differences, of heights produce slopes, and spatial derivatives
of slopes are good approximations of curvatures.

Complexities are scale-based derivatives. Complexities often
correlate more strongly with processing and performance
variables and have maximum R2 values at different scales than
the multiscale geometric characterizations on which they are based.
Complexities are the slopes of plots of multiscale geometric

FIGURE 4 | Water droplet contact angle, θ on a ground ski base. Viewed from an edge across the ski base.

FIGURE 5 | Scales and relations in surface metrology. Processing influencing topographies,are the first kind,on the left. Topographies influencing performance are
the second kind, on the right.
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characterizations versus scale (ISO 25178, ASME B46.1).
Complexities act like bandpass filters, with band widths equal to
finite differences used in their calculations.

Jansons et al. (2021) found strong functional correlations with
contact areas at different depths. This suggests further work on
characterizing bearing areas. Bearing area curves only give total
area ratios, without regard to size, shape, or orientation of
“contact” zones, or topographies within those zones.

5.4 Statistics, Corollary Two
Topographies are generally irregular over some scale ranges. Their
character generally varies with scale. Topographic irregularities
result from processing and influence performance. Irregular
topographic data require statistical treatments.

Statistics are sometimes unrecognized in characterizations.
Some researchers confuse average roughness with a
measurement. All topographic characterization parameters are
calculated from measurements. Mathia et al. (1992) recognized
statistics inherent in height parameters, citing the first four
statistical moments for arithmetic average, root mean square
average, skew and kurtosis, Sa, Sq, Ssk, and Sku respectively.
Relative areas are averages over measurements. Consider
extreme value, average, and variance and combinations of them
for kinds of statistics for particular appropriateness in analyzing
topographical phenomena. Some characterizations, like curvature,
vary with position on the surface as well as with scale. Curvatures
require appropriate statistical treatment to be pertinent. If
uncertain about which statical or combination treatment to use,
try several to see which provide value, as in Vulliez et al. (2014).

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Research in surface metrology is valuable for discovering
relations, functional discriminations and correlations, with ski
base processing, preparation, and wear, and with other
tribological phenomena. Recent advances in surface metrology
can be applied to selecting topographic measurements methods,
analyses, and characterizations that have good potential for
producing valuable research results.

Selection of experimental methods and parameters should be
made to in order facilitate development of understandings of
fundamental interactions for phenomena that produce
tribological behaviors. Two axioms have been proposed along
with two corollaries, for selecting and preserving scales of
interaction through measurement and analyses, and for
characterizing geometric natures of these interactions
appropriately. Measurement methods and filtering need to be
adequate. Statistics in characterization and analyses need to be
appropriate for the application and interactions that influence
phenomena of interest. A discrete interaction model for
topographically related phenomena can be helpful for interpreting
and applying these principles.

Functional correlations have been found to be relatively strong at
certain scales and weak at others by using multiscale characterizations
and regression analyses. Regression analyses between process
parameters or performance measurements, and multiscale

topographic characterization parameters, are made repeatedly over
a progression of different scales. Coefficients of determination (R2)
determined at each scale are plotted versus scale (ASME 2019).
Similarly, statistical discrimination tests, like F-tests, between
different surfaces can be made over ranges of scales and illustrated
by plots of mean square ratios versus scale (Jordan and Brown 2006).

Multiscale characterizations and analyses do not benefit from
filtering for roughness, waviness, or form as described in
standards and is done automatically in much software (ASME
2019). Multiscale analyses will show which scales are pertinent.
Geometric properties, like lengths of profiles or coastlines, areas
of surfaces, slopes, and curvatures, change with scales of
observation or calculation on surfaces with irregular
topographic components, which are practically all surfaces at
sufficiently fine scales. Probable scales of relevant interactions
must be in measurements, characterizations, and analyses. Of
course, these experiments can only find correlations. Establishing
causations is another issue.

Multiscale analyses and characterizations have found strong
correlations between topographies and lubricated sheet metal on
die friction coefficients, using relative areas, curvatures, and other
parameters, provided they are calculated in certain narrow scale
ranges using multiscale regression analyses (Bartkowiak et al., 2020,
Berglund et al., 2010a, Berglund et al., 2010b). Ski base grinds have
been discriminated statistically with high confidence using multiscale
geometric characterizations by relative areas, also in certain scale
ranges using multiscale discrimination tests (Jordan and Brown
2006).

Optimal topographies for minimizing base friction could vary
with hydrophobicity and the amount of liquid water in the interface.
Optimal topographies might not be independent of base composition
or of wax, snow conditions, or position on a ski (Giesbrecht et al.,
2010; Rohm et al., 2016; Nachbauer et al., 2016; Velkavrh et al., 2019).
Topographies influence liquid lubrication’s capillary adhesion
through wetting contact angles and abrasion mechanisms with
asperity peak inclinations (Ducret et al., 2005; Kietzig et al., 2010).

Regions, vertical and longitudinal, on sliders could be
characterized differently depending on different sorts of
interactions that are expected. In contact phenomena
characterizations might be more effective when applied by
depth. On ski bases high regions are in contact and low
regions can be reservoirs for removing small ice particles and
liquid water from contact regions. Regions of high and low
elevations have different interactions suggesting separate
characterizations. On long sliders on snow and ice, like skis,
tribological conditions change along their lengths, more dry
sliding and abrasion initially and modified ice crystals, and
possibly more liquid or quasi liquid layers finally.

Considering all the complexities inherent in tribological
phenomena with snow and ice, it should be expected that
reasonably sophisticated experiments and analyses will be
required to discover functional correlations and
discriminations, and the natures and scales of discrete
interactions. Multiscale analyses and characterizations can be
helpful, although they are only part of the solution to
understanding these interesting topographically related
phenomena.
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